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SHORTS

A

Common Mistakes 

Impede Job Searches

A
rmed with a resume and cover letter, people tackle
job dissatisfaction and unemployment every day.
Why do some succeed and others fail? 

Careershopping.com describes the top job-search mistakes.
For instance, a resume should “stand out from the crowd.”
Personalize it by focusing on your career objective, and
illustrate your contributions by listing accomplishments
rather than a summary of responsibilities. This will better
demonstrate your impact on the organization. 

Does increasing the volume of outgoing resumes improve
your chances of obtaining a job? Not necessarily. Resume
distribution services are counterproductive unless they address
your industry, size and geographical preferences. Once you
filter out companies that don’t meet your specifications, you
can begin promoting yourself to those that are applicable. 

Other job-search mistakes include relying primarily on
advertised positions and neglecting networking opportunities.
Want ads reveal qualities employers value, but responding to
job postings is extremely competitive. Instead, take charge of
your job search by networking. It can expose you to the hidden
job market and result in referrals. Communicate with a headhunter,
consult business contacts and call people who work in the
field or at the company you’re interesting in learning more
about. Seek assistance from family, friends or former co-workers. 
Resource: www.careershoppingbag.com 

Many Crises Can be Avoided

“N
early all men can stand adversity, but if you want to test a
man’s character, give him power,” Abraham Lincoln observed.
With mismanagement jeopardizing the future and integrity

of businesses worldwide, Lincoln’s assessment has relevance today. 
The Institute for Crisis Management (ICM) contends that executives

and managers are to blame for 50% or more of crises annually. It also reports
“only about 30% are triggered by employees and 20% or less result from
actions or inaction by people or forces outside the organization.” 

The ICM Crisis Database stores negative business press stories from more
than 1,500 news resources from all over the world. Each crisis confronting
corporations, not-for-profit organizations and education (public, private
and higher) is assigned to one of 16 categories. 

What were the 2002 results? Class action lawsuits were less publicized
in 2002 than during the preceding year, but still earned the number one
spot in the ICM database with 20% of the crisis news coverage. Negative
news stories as a whole were more pervasive in 2001, but coverage of
corporate mismanagement more than doubled in 2002 from 26% to 59%.

Last year, only 35% of the crises covered in the press were “sudden,
unexpected events.” The majority of crises are smoldering, preventable if
dealt with internally before becoming public knowledge. Based on percentages,
the ICM lists the three most crisis prone industries in 2002 as telecommunications,
pharmaceuticals and software companies. 
Resource: www.crisisexperts.com 

Drug Testing a Victim of Economy

M
ost business decisions are a matter of comparing cost
to the benefit received. In difficult economic times,
many employers are deciding that the $30 apiece for

drug tests on employees and applicants is not worth the
potential productivity loss.

The drug testing industry averaged 12.5% growth throughout
the 1990s. That has now declined to about 1% a year, according
to the American Management Association (AMA). A human
resources consultant for the AMA offered the following explanation:
“Employers are so in survival mode. It doesn’t contribute to
the bottom line right now.”

The American Council for Drug Education, however, says
substance abusers are:
• Ten times more likely to miss work
• Five times more likely to file a worker’s compensation claim
• Thirty-three percent less productive
• Responsible for health care costs that are three times as high

The AMA survey found that 61% of companies screened
job applicants in 2001, down from 68% in 1996. Fifty percent
of existing employees were subject to testing in 2001.

Some critics point out that drug testing is becoming more
difficult. A number of “counterproducts,” available through the
Internet, help applicants/employees circumvent a positive
drug test.
Resource: American Management Association at

www.amanet.org

Crisis News Index*
1993-2002

Source: Institute for Crisis Management

* Representative sample of negative news coverage collected from
1,500 newspaper business pages, business magazines and wire
services worldwide
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Survey Reveals

Characteristics of

Coveted Employees

A
ttitude, as the saying goes, is
everything. Apparently, many
employers in southern Indiana agree. 

The Southern Indiana Chamber of
Commerce’s “Top 10 Characteristics and
Skills” survey points out qualities its 100
largest member businesses value the most
in their employees. “Positive attitude”
ranked fourth on the list, but nearly all
traits were personality-driven and linked
to that attribute.

Dawn Bennett, Southern Indiana
Chamber program manager, worked
closely on the project with Ty Handy,
chancellor of Ivy Tech State College in
Sellersburg, as well as David Clifton,
dean of academic affairs at the college. 

When the original study was released
in 1997, work ethic earned the distinction
as the most sought-after quality. It ranked
third this year. The runner-up six years
ago, dependability, jumped to first place in
the recent survey. Surprisingly, neither
computer proficiency nor personal appearance
made the top 10 this time around.

Implementation is under way in Clark
and Floyd counties. Clifton is working
with teachers to develop a curriculum
based on survey results. The Jeffersonville
High School media department plans to
create a short video featuring employers
discussing the 10 characteristics. 
Resource: Southern Indiana Chamber

of Commerce at (812) 945-0266 or

www.sicc.org

Characteristics and Skills

Sought in Employees

1. Dependability/reliability

2. Honesty/integrity

3. Work ethic

4. Positive attitude

5. Teamwork/interpersonal skills

6. Competence

7. Adaptability/flexibility

8. Attendance/promptness

9. Customer focused

10. Communication

Source: Southern Indiana Chamber of Commerce

MBA Grads Intensifying Job Search

N
ationwide, MBA graduates are finding it more difficult to obtain jobs, and are
depending on their schools to help increase their marketability. Indiana has
been no exception.

Approximately 265 to 300 MBA students enroll annually at the Indiana University
Kelley School of Business. 

According to Dick McCracken, director of graduate career services, over the last
few years, “Our students have performed the same in terms of their offer and acceptance
rate, but it’s been a little more difficult this year.”

In 2001 and 2002, only 57% of the Kelley School graduates had jobs upon graduation
compared to 95% in 2000. The school responded to the decline by changing “from a
service mode to a market mode.” 

He observes, “Like any other business, we’re trying to create a market for our product.” 
Ongoing Kelley School alumnus programs nationwide offer career assistance to

students. In addition, McCracken travels to speak to current employers to “try to
present a case for hiring a Kelley MBA grad.” 

Other universities are going back to the basics to help students secure employment.
The University of Chicago Graduate School of Business, for example, offers a telephone
etiquette course. 
Resource: Indiana University Kelley School of Business at (812) 856-5052

I
Furniture Manufacturers Seek Competitive Answers

I
ndiana furniture industry executives met with their North Carolina counterparts
earlier this year to confront a mutual problem – overseas competition.

Tom Utter, executive director of Lincolnland Economic Development
Corporation in Rockport, and Ben Ross, president and CEO of Davidson Vision
in North Carolina, masterminded the event as a response to a large number of
plant closings and the effect on their respective communities. Representatives
from the United States Department of Commerce, the Beijing Embassy and the
Indiana Department of Commerce international trade office participated. 

Utter cites the cost of employee health insurance and the free trade agreement with
China as U.S. manufacturing’s greatest
threats. Because the free trade agreement
doesn’t require Chinese employers to
provide worker’s compensation, health
insurance, or EPA and OSHA protections,
the cost savings give Chinese companies
an unfair advantage. 

“Free trade would normally indicate
everyone playing by the same rules,” Utter
notes. “Our manufacturers are being
forced to compete against competitors
that don’t use a rule book.”

Utter and Ross are promoting “co-opetition,” a partnership between competing
companies to preserve domestic manufacturing. A follow-up meeting in Jasper
included a number of Indiana manufacturers. Upcoming efforts include meeting
face-to-face with legislators in Washington, testifying at summer study committee
meetings on the “Impact of Federal Trade Policies on Indiana Manufacturers” and
assembling in North Carolina for a “reciprocal visit.”

How dire is the situation? Utter reflects, “In the ’80s and ’90s we were talking
about a United States internal economic slump. When the economy rebounded,
the companies also rebounded. These manufacturing jobs are now leaving the nation.” 
Resource: Lincolnland Economic Development Corporation at (812) 649-2119

Dubois County is home

to numerous furniture

manufacturers and

wholesalers.
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SHORTS

M
LNP: Convenience for Customers, Costs to Carriers

M
obile phone customers will soon join land-line consumers in taking
advantage of number portability. Provided they remain in the same geographic
region, local number portability (LNP) will allow the person to maintain

their phone number when changing carriers. 
On November 24, LNP will become effective in the top 100 metropolitan

statistical areas as defined by the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC). Other areas will be added in the next six to 12 months. 

The new rule will eliminate two current inconveniences related to
changing wireless providers: distributing a new phone number for use
by personal and professional contacts, and spending money updating
business cards or other business communications to reflect the change. 

Michelle Gilbert, spokesperson for Verizon Wireless, disagrees
with the FCC argument that LNP is needed to make the industry
more competitive.

“The wireless industry is already hyper-competitive,” she says.
“Regardless, now it’s time to move on and take very seriously
the mandates. … Verizon Wireless has an obligation to our
customers – and to all wireless customers – to make this process
‘friction-free.’ That’s where we’re focusing our efforts.” 

Gilbert points out that the Cellular Telecommunications
& Internet Association estimates first-year industry costs of $1
billion, plus $500 million each year after that. Verizon Wireless has already spent
$60 million in network and software expenses preparing for LNP.

She emphasizes that the rule will not be difficult on carriers as long as long as
they are prepared for the change. 

“We expect that our competitors will come to the same decision we have – to
participate in a ‘fair trade’ in wireless subscribers, without artificial barriers like
big one-time LNP fees or procedural hurdles to gum up the system.” 
Resource: Verizon Wireless at (317) 816-6324

Shorts compiled by Symone Salisbury

D
igital television is about to offer you more than myriad
channel surfing choices. 

The Indiana Higher Education Telecommunication
System (IHETS) and the Central Indiana Public Broadcasting
Consortium (CIPBC) have teamed to deliver around-the-clock
statewide educational programming to Indiana residents. IDEAS!
promises to simplify lifelong learning by offering traditional college
degree programs and continuing education credits for a fee, as well
as providing non-credit seeking viewers personal enrichment
at no cost. 

Offerings will be focused on community and university needs.
Indianapolis’ WFYI and WTBU will be the first participating
public television stations.

What’s unique about IDEAS! is that it uses digital programming
to blend curriculum from several of Indiana’s universities –
including IUPUI, Ball State, Southern Indiana, Indiana State,
Purdue and Ivy Tech. At the outset, six hours of programming
will be available daily.

IHETS program manager Richard Miles, explains, “This will
be the first statewide effort that will allow Hoosiers to take for-credit

higher education coursework in their home delivered via television.
We hope to eventually have a simultaneous web stream of this
service as well, so that people who have a connection to the Internet
can watch this simultaneously. The third phase would be to have
some of that content available on-demand on the Internet.”

While the requirement of a digital receiver will initially limit
the number of people IDEAS! reaches, Miles notes, “What will
probably help bridge the transition is that many cable companies
have agreed to carry these extra services and extra channels on
their cable systems, so while it may take a while for everyone to get
a digital television, it should be available on cable eventually.”

If all goes as planned, registration for early winter 2004
courses will begin in October.

Susan Scott, IHETS director of e-learning, says, “What excites
us is the new potentials, with digital broadcasting, to combine
what people are comfortable with and familiar with (in terms of
television) with the highly interactive capability of the web to make
sure that all Hoosiers have the capability of lifelong learning.”
Resource: Indiana Higher Education Telecommunication

System at www.ihets.org

Education Effort Goes Digital, Statewide

Wage Control 

Leads to Lost Jobs

“L
iving wage” movements
continue to surface across
the country – including

South Bend, Indianapolis and
Bloomington in recent years. Some
states are even considering indexing
their minimum wage to the inflation rate.

The argument for such a tie-in
claims that the wage increases will help
low-income employees keep up with
inflation. The reality has been that the
lower-skilled employees have been
replaced, jobs have been lost and city
contracts avoided by companies that
don’t want to deal with the “forced
wage” provisions.

In states with minimum wage
indexation in place, unemployment
rates have remained near 7% for most of
2002 and 2003 – sharply higher than in
previous years. 

The number of minimum wage
earners has decreased each year since
1992. The percentage of employees
earning minimum wage, at 9.1% in
1980, was at 0.9% in 2001.
Resource: Employment Policies

Institute at www.epionline.org


